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Digital innovation may be a high priority for most 
companies, but getting results is proving hard.

We recently polled 50 chief information officers (CIOs) and chief digital 
officers (CDOs) across Germany, Switzerland and Austria (with additional 
samples from the US, Japan and the Netherlands). We found that barely 
10% of companies were managing to grow revenue from digital initiatives 
to more than 5% of group revenue.  

One of the main reasons is that companies that have set up digital units (DUs) to drive this are 
not getting the most from them, organizationally and in other ways.

The result? While DUs generate a lot of ideas, only 8% of companies with DUs have successfully 
scaled their ideas up into a launched product.

In general, companies are not sufficiently scaling up their innovation projects, or rolling out their 
minimal viable products properly, to generate growth. Many are stuck in what we call “scale-up 
gridlock”. Typical problems include the lack of integration with legacy business, lack of autonomy 
due to potential business cannibalization, and attracting the right talent to build scale.

There may also be over-reliance on spending on research and development (R&D) to drive 
innovation success. And there is insufficient recognition that to pursue digital innovation 
successfully, leaders need to align their innovation strategy with their overall vision.

We think much of this could be solved by setting up DUs in a better way. Specifically, they 
should be set up away from the core of the business, for the reasons we set out below.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Digital innovation: the record so far 
Companies have been busy implementing digital innovation through investments, often across 
PwC’s “Essential Eight” technologies that have been identified for their likely impact and com-
mercial viability over the next 5-7 years.

These are the “technology building blocks” that PwC believes every organization must  
consider: artificial intelligence, augmented reality, blockchain, drones, Internet of Things (IoT), 
robotics, virtual reality and 3D printing.

Companies in 2018 spent a $79bn globally on acquisitions of digital technology start-ups – 
about nine times more than five years earlier. They also set up DUs. More than 100 have  
been established, by mostly large, listed companies in Germany, Switzerland and Austria 
alone. This is expected to reach at least 300 by 2020.

However, according to our recent Digital Executives Survey, barely 10% of companies man-
aged to generate more than 5% from DUs as a proportion of group revenue. Forty percent of 
companies saw no significant impact from digital innovation.

Put simply: companies are generating plenty of new ideas, business models, and technology 
prototypes but most are failing to get them to a scale that allows the enterprise to succeed.

The DU: what is it?
Now let’s zoom in on the DU, which is often the vehicle for digital innovation. A typical DU is a ring- 
fenced entity with its own governance, budget, and even culture, and they are now relatively com-
mon in companies across a range of sectors such as electronics, airlines, and engineering. They 
are fairly widely used at large companies, and can sometimes be known as digital laboratories.

Many focus solely on the ideation and prototyping phase of the innovation process. In many cases 
the company’s business units or IT department are then unable to scale up digital innovation 
projects on their own.

That’s because while DUs are often blessed with external hires bringing fresh talent to the industry 
and funding beyond the typical corporate straitjacket, this also creates a gap between the new 
and the legacy business, with many companies reporting disconnected teams, stranded ideas, 
and forgotten prototypes.

Indeed, while DUs generate a lot of ideas, only 8% have successfully scaled-up into a 
launched product.

This helps explain why we think a significant share of the €6bn expected to be invested in DUs 
by 2020 in Germany, Switzerland and Austria could be wasted. We arrived at this estimate by 
taking the average funding level for each DU, taken from our Digital Executives Survey, and  
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multiplying that by the number of DUs expected to be created in a further wave of DU  
creation, which we believe will largely take place at Mittelstand companies (small- and  
medium-sized businesses).

The DU: doing it right 
To succeed, DUs need to be set up in the right place and with the right purpose.

In general, innovation is either carried out close to the core of a business or away from it. For 
example, a company might set up a new delivery channel for an existing product or service, or  
a company might launch a completely new service unrelated to the existing business.

Innovating close to the core of the business means that most of the activity takes place in close 
proximity and relation to existing products and services, processes and staff. These initiatives 
then need to be scaled up within those core businesses (see Exhibit 1).

Source: PwC Strategy& 

EXHIBIT 1 

Decision matrix

Business-driven�
innovation

Technology-
driven�innovation

Close to the core Beyond the core

Business unit Digital unit

Technology department

Business process improvement, better 
customer experience, value added 
services etc. using known technologies

Emerging technologies enabling 
radically new ways of working

Innovative business models beyond the 
core business

Technology experimentation for 
completely new or far out propositions
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In this case, the innovation exercise is better carried out by existing business units, or the IT 
department. That’s because a separate DU effectively means setting up a satellite unit that will 
often struggle to make the connections needed with the legacy business to integrate and imple-
ment the innovation in question.

For example, the introduction of a customer self-service app would need to tie in product and 
process data, requires customer experience alignment with other touchpoints, and is subject to 
a whole set of overarching privacy and security requirements.

These inter-dependencies need to be dealt with effectively to enable scaling of the innovative 
solution in question. The line organization is best suited (provided relevant capabilities are avail-
able) to ensure alignment and growth.

Moreover, if a DU were deployed “at the core” in this way, there is risk that the team in the DU 
would struggle to win acceptance from the main business unit or IT department for the innovation 
that it had come up with. In other words, a “not invented here” mentality might create problems.

Now let’s look at innovation beyond, or on the fringes of, the core business. Here, the inter- 
dependencies described above are much less pronounced. Innovation in this space thrives 
on blue sky thinking and new business models, and is not limited by embedded processes, 
systems and culture.

EXHIBIT 2 

Source: PwC Strategy&

Digital units in the innovation process

Ideate Prototype Scale-up

Plan Build-up Operate

Business unit

Company builder (10%)

Solution provider (20%)

Competence center (60%)

IT Department

Laboratory (10%)

Flow of ideasDigital unit (% of companies operating the type of digital unit; answers are non-exclusive)

A.

B.

C.

D.
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Having a DU here enables a visionary and entrepreneurial approach to problems, with the ability 
to move quickly, to learn – and even to fail – fast. Ideation, development, launch and scaling stays 
in one place – and scale-up gridlock is avoided.

We have found through our client work and from the results of the Digital Executives Survey that 
there are four effective DU archetypes (see Exhibit 2 on previous page) that we think can guide 
your thinking as you look at digital innovation: Laboratory, Competence Center, Solution Provider, 
and Company Builder. Each has its own unique value proposition, governance, capabilities and fi-
nancial model. Each has a different focus in the innovation process from ideation to scale-up, with 
a different interaction model with the company’s business units and IT department (see Exhibit 3).

Source: PwC Strategy&

EXHIBIT 3 

Digital unit archetypes

Financial �
model

Typical size/
capacity

Capabilities

Laboratory Competence 
center

Solution 
provider

Company 
builder

Pull from business 
units (BUs) 
(profit or cost center)

Pull from BUs 
(profit or cost center)

Pull from BUs (profit center) 
or top-down push (cost 
center)

Top-down focus areas, 
financed often via 
dedicated fund

Company�
developers2

IT 
developers

Operations 
staff

10-20 p.a.
Prototypes 
developed

€2-5m
BudgetEmployees Employees Employees Employees 

+ Venture 
teams

5-10 20-40 p.a.
Projects 

supported

<€10m
Budget

<25 2-3 p.a.
Solutions 
launched

€10-20m
Budget

25-50 2-3 p.a.
Ventures 
launched

€5m + X3

Ops 
Budget + 

Fund

10 + X3

Ideation�
specialists

Technology�
experts

Business�
experts

Company�
developers2

IT 
developers

Operations 
staff

Ideation�
specialists

Technology�
experts

Business�
experts

Company�
developers2

IT 
developers

Operations 
staff

Ideation�
specialists

Technology�
experts

Business�
experts

Company�
developers2

IT 
developers

Operations 
staff

Ideation�
specialists

Technology�
experts

Business�
experts

1 Back-office and recruiting only    2 E.g. fundraising, recruiting key staff such as founders or product managers    3 Team/funding per venture to be added     

Setup  Dedicated team or 
 virtual network

 Dedicated team or 
 virtual network

 Dedicated unit  Spin-off into 
 separate entity
 Supervisory/
 investor board

Value 
proposition

Ideation and prototyping 
geared towards roll-out to 
business segments

Specialized methodology 
and technology 
capabilities (e.g. design 
thinking or AI)

End-to-end scale-up 
of product or service 
as plug-and-play solution

Development of 
ready-to-exit 
companies

A. B. C. D.
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A. Laboratory (10% of DUs). 
Small team focusing on ideation. Develops ideas around themes/technologies mandated by 
the organization. Business units or the IT department typically take over interesting ideas at 
the early prototyping stage. 

Example: Lufthansa’s Innovation Hub sourced 200 ideas, of which 5% were prototyped using 
resources from other business units. The DU launched an open API to allow external developers 
to build their own offerings. More than 400 developers registered, with over 10% creating their 
own prototype.

B. Competence center (60% of DUs).
Small team, often focused on refining and prototyping ideas around a specific theme (e.g. block-
chain). While scale-up is done by other business units or the IT department, the competence 
center provides support through specific expertise. 
 
Example: A global engineering and electronics company operates a competence center providing 
physical space, IT capabilities, a legal framework and management support to take ideas beyond 
the prototyping phase. Since its foundation in 2013, it has supported the scale-up of more than  
14 internal start-up teams.

C. Solution provider (20% of DUs).
End-to-end scale-up unit. Takes over mature ideas or prototypes from the organization and devel-
ops them into fully-scaled offerings. Also responsible for end-to-end operations. Typically a larger 
unit than the two previous archetypes, with 25 to hundreds of employees.  

Example: Deutsche Bank’s Digital Factory, which operates a solution provider and now has 
over 400 employees, takes ideas from its innovation hubs or from the line organization and  
develops them into fully-functioning digital products and services.

D. Company builder (10% of DUs). 
Takes over successful prototypes/pilot projects and builds a team around the project, which will 
then scale up and operate the offering. May result in a spin-off or being folded into an existing 
business unit. Typically this is small team of about 10 experts that helps project teams scale up. 

Example: Otto Group’s Liquid Labs is a separate entity within the group company, supporting 
the creation of new and independent businesses and sourcing prototypes/pilot projects both 
within the company and from the market. One of the scaled-up and spun-off businesses, a 
fintech providing fraud prevention technologies, developed into an international company.

Our decision navigator (see Exhibit 4 on next page) is designed to help you choose a DU in 
line with your firm’s strategy.
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Structure

People

Processes

Technology

1
2
3
4

Establish flat hierarchies within the DU, allow teams to be 
adjusted flexibly, and ensure cross-functional staffing (in par-
ticular between business units and IT). Have the DU report 
directly to the chief executive or a strong CDO to ensure 
sufficient freedom to operate.

Design an agile, fast-track hiring process that might need to 
bypass existing bureaucracy to quickly engage new talent 
with critical skills (e.g. cloud development, content market-
ing). Make sure that employees are able to work flexibly, 
according to the over-arching priorities of the unit.

Balance flexibility with robustness when designing the key 
processes of the unit. Apply agile philosophy for ideation  
and prototyping and technology development. For marketing,  
sales and recruiting, apply pragmatic “lean startup”-like 
principles.

When building software build it on small modules to allow for 
changes later. Focus the software first on where the end-user 
can use it. Build the back-end algorithms later. Prioritize  
utility, innovation and speed in the unit’s IT stack and soft-
ware selection. Establish (open) API principles for efficient 
data sharing.

We’ve identified four factors to keep in mind when scaling up and operating a DU:

Source: PwC Strategy& 

EXHIBIT 4 

Decision navigator

Decision path Digital unit

3

1

2
Should the scaled-up 
product/service be 
operated by the digital unit?

Company builderD

Solution providerC

Competence centerB

LaboratoryANo

Yes

Yes
No

Yes

No

Do you plan to develop 
solutions exclusively for 
the external market?

Does your organization 
require dedicated 
scale-up capabilities?
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Conclusion 
Before setting up a DU, think about its purpose – in other words, the kind of innovation you want 
to push: is it close to your core and requiring deep integration with your existing business, or does 
it go beyond the core?

If close to the core: think about a holistic transformation of the main business and IT organiza-
tion to avoid scale-up gridlock, rather than setting up a separate unit. If beyond the core:  
a separate DU is a promising format to push innovation, taking advantage of new technolo-
gies and the boost in time-to-market.

Finally, to shift successfully towards digital innovation, leaders need to align their innovation 
strategy with their overall vision. The operating model needs to be designed in a way that 
enables successful execution of that strategy. And the entire company culture needs to be 
transformed to enable agile ways of working. 

If these factors are borne in mind from the early stages of establishing a DU, companies are 
sure to boost the prospect of their DUs delivering winning solutions. 



Strategy& 
Strategy& is a global strategy consulting business uniquely positioned to help deliver your  
best future: one that is built on differentiation from the inside out and tailored exactly to you.  
As part of PwC, every day we’re building the winning systems that are at the heart of growth. 
We combine our powerful foresight with this tangible know-how, technology, and scale to help  
you create a better, more transformative strategy from day one.
 
As the only at-scale strategy business that’s part of a global professional services network, we 
embed our strategy capabilities with frontline teams across PwC to show you where you need 
to go, the choices you’ll need to make to get there, and how to get it right.

The result is an authentic strategy process powerful enough to capture possibility, while prag-
matic enough to ensure effective delivery. It’s the strategy that gets an organization through the 
changes of today and drives results that redefine tomorrow. It’s the strategy that turns vision 
into reality. It’s strategy, made real.
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